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P3 — PIXELS PER SECOND Walking through the doors at the W Hotel in San Jose, the view might
make you think, I’m in San Jose. The retro-inspired hotel is located downtown in the heart of the city
and a short walk from the San Jose Convention Center. Walking into the W Hotel, you will surely step
into modern luxury. From the white cupcakes with lemon curd on the snack table, to the W Hotel’s
signature W Hotel bath gel and shampoo, you are more than likely to find something in the beauty
department that will take you in a trendy yet classic direction. At the W, I was looking for a place to
relax after a long day of work. I settled on the rooftop terrace, where it was sunny and even though I
wasn’t there to lounge by the pool, it felt like being on a vacation. If you’re the type of girl who
needs to refuel to keep on going, there are plenty of delights at the W Hotel to keep you on your
toes. One of the hotel’s signature dishes is the W Hotels are known for having fun. From the
infamous W Hotels pop up experiences, to the W Hotel culinary pop-up locations which are popping
up around the globe; it’s an experience you have to try. Just around the corner from the W Hotel is
one of the locations for the pop-up W’s culinary pop-up locations. This bar is a crowd favorite
because of the delicious drinks, like the “Zandoli,” which is a mix of vodka and a different kind of
liquor that I didn’t quite understand. If you’re in need of a good cocktail after a long day of work,
have a cocktail at this pop-up bar, it will certainly take you on a good night out. Up on the rooftop
terrace, the charming W Hotel hotel is located in downtown San Jose. After sunset, the rooftop bar is
transformed into a romantic setting with a covered lounge and a fireplace to warm you up. You’ll
want to keep your eye out for the W Hotel fun nights in the bar where people gather to hang out and
laugh. Spa care is an important part of staying comfortable during your stay. Whether you are
looking for a full spa day or a quick mini treatment to pamper your skin, the W Hotel offers you all
the spa treatments you 0cc13bf012
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